
PRESS RELEASE

Nebraska Voter Accuracy Project Requests Investigation 
of Extensive Voter Fraud 

Nebraska Political Leadership Is Not Investigating

Contact: Connie Reinke, 402-413-8686, ConnieReinkewf@gmail.com

(Lincoln, NE Jun 10, 2022) The Nebraska Voter Accuracy Project has submitted dozens of affidavits to the County Attorneys, County 
Commissioners & County Sheriffs of Douglas, Sarpy and Lancaster Counties. They are requesting an investigation into fraudulent activ-
ities that seem to have occurred during the 2020 election.

These affidavits are sworn testimony from Nebraska citizens describing what they saw or what happened to them during the 2020 
election. These nefarious incidents included voting processes not being followed accurately - resulting in mal-identification, refusal to 
actually verify signature matches on both mailed-in votes and registrations, several types of identity fraud, excessive absentee ballot 
requests, multiple unrequested ballots to a single voter, excessive potentially fraudulent duplicate ballots mailed in with ids that go 
undetected. It was also reported that people that mailed in requests received ballots subsequently voted by mail, and were not listed on 
the voter rolls as having voted.

In addition Dodge, Platte, Thayer, Valley, Sarpy, Hamilton, Perkins and Knox Counties each found various activities as stated above as 
well as nursing home voters that had been recorded as voting and had not voted. Some of these counties voters also received multiple 
ballots unrequested. It was also identified that people went to vote at their polling location and were told they’d already voted, most 
likely due to identity theft. It was also reported that people that mailed in requests received ballots and voted by mail and were then not 
listed on the voter rolls as having voted.

We have sworn testimony that dead voters were receiving mail-in ballots. This included a person that died 8 years before the 2020 
Election. Over 16 individuals received multiple ballots that were unrequested. Some of their county clerks reported that they did not 
send out the unrequested 1-4 extra ballots. One household of two people received 8-10 ballots unrequested. Where did they come 
from? One of our canvassers reported an address for a voter on the voter roll that did not exist at that address yet they voted. In ad-
dition, there were dozens of people on the voter rolls that had not lived at the address on the voter roll for periods that ranged from 6 
months to 34 years. We found individuals that live in other states.

These nefarious incidents, and the affidavits for those incidents, happened not only in these counties where they are being submitted 
to the authorities but in many other counties throughout the state where affidavits have been collected. These are Nebraska citizens 
reporting these potential crimes. Each crime has the potential to negate the vote of another Nebraskan trying to have their vote counted 
accurately and resulting in a government that they selected. This could be your vote that was negated.

Based on the identified issues and their complete lack of response, the current Nebraska political leadership shows they are extraordi-
narily poorly informed and not interested in knowing the details or reporting what they’ve learned.

Nebraska Voter Accuracy Project has proven beyond any reasonable doubt that the Nebraska 2020 election was riddled with fraud. 
Based on the identified issues and their complete lack of response, the current Nebraska political leadership is either extraordinarily 
poorly informed, not interested in knowing the details or possibly indirectly or directly involved.

Nebraska Voter Accuracy Project is a group of over 3,000 Nebraskans living throughout the state that have been working for the last 
10 months to identify the fraud. We have Nebraskans with extraordinary math, analytical, computer engineering, marketing, political, 
regulatory, administrative, legal and leadership skills that have worked as a team to organize and communicate this effort. Nebraskans’ 
have said “I’m glad someone is researching and taking action to correct Nebraska’s voting systems.” You can find out more details and 
see our full presentation of all the findings at: NEVoterAP.com, Nebraska Voter Accuracy Project on Rumble.com or Telegram. If you 
experienced an election problem and want to make a statement to add to our research and bring evidence forward email Suzer1963@
protonmail.com.


